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Abstract: In this study we propose an automatic single 
document text summarization technique using Latent Semantic 
Analysis (LSA) and diversity constraint in combination.  The 
proposed technique uses the query based sentence ranking. Here 
we are not considering the concept of IR (Information Retrieval) 
so we generate the query by using the TF-IDF(Term 
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency).  For producing the 
query vector, we identify the terms having the high IDF. We know 
that LSA utilizes the vectorial semantics to analyze the 
relationships between documents in a corpus or between sentences 
within a document and key terms they carry by producing a list of 
ideas interconnected to the documents and terms. LSA helps to 
represent the latent structure of documents.  For selecting the 
sentences from the document Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is 
used. LSI helps to arrange the sentences with its score. 
Traditionally the highest score sentences have been chosen for 
summary but here we calculate the diversity between chosen 
sentences and produce the final summary as a good summary 
should have maximum level of diversity. The proposed technique 
is evaluated on OpinosisDataset1.0. 
 

Keywords: Text summarization, LSA, SVD, LSI and diversity 
constraint.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The volume of digital data is spreading dramatically with 
explosively increasing the information of World Wide Web. 
Information searching from this extensive sea of information 
effectively is very inadequate while using traditional 
Information Retrieval (IR) technique. For this searching 
purpose text search engines some time give the significant 
outcome by filtering and analyzing the list of admissible 
documents. The text search engine based on keyword-based 
is enough to overwhelm the users by presenting the millions 
of output.  That’s why we need an approach to retrieve 

quickly the highly admissible documents. The text 
summarizer can be represented as one of the solutions to the 
users. Both text search and text summarization are considered 
as crucial technologies and also accompaniment each other.  
The information searching becomes easier if summary is 
used to represent each document [1]. 

Mcdonald  et al. said that the purpose of text 
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summarization can be classified by their aim, focus and 
coverage[5].  The aim or intent mentions to the potential 
application of summary. The purpose of summary can be 
categorized into three classes like inductive, informative and 
evaluative [23].   

Inductive summaries help both for identifying the core 
concept of the source document and also to determine the 
text’s importance. As the size of informative summary is 

more than the inductive so it sometime is used as a 
replacement of original documents. The evaluative summary 
is used for expressing the view points of the composer on a 
certain concept. In both generic or query relevant summary, 
focus means the scope of summary.  

The coverage means how much aspects have been covered 
into the summary instead of single document or multi 
document summarizer. Gong et al. [24] has stated that two 
types of text summaries are available; one is Query-relevant 
summaries and other is Generic summaries.  In 
Query-relevant summary, only these sentences are selected 
for including into summary which are pertinent with the 
query in traditional IR approaches.  In this case, the summary 
is generated based on the given query, so it can be assumed 
that the overall concept of the source document do not 
achieve. In compare with query relevant summary, generic 
summary is capable to represent the overall idea of the given 
document. A generic summary is said to be good if it covers 
maximum important aspects of the input text keeping in mind 
the minimum overlapping. To output the high quality 
summary, it is a big challenge to the generic summarizer as 
neither query nor concept is supplied as input to the 
summarization process.  In this paper we are trying to present 
an approach for text summarization. This approach is a 
mixing concept of generic and query based summarization.  
As we have already discussed about the benefits of both 
approaches, so we here successfully use the mixing concept 
with Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) for producing the 
rich summary. Finally we evaluate our summary with similar 
existing approaches by calculating the ROUGE-1 and 
ROUGE-2 score and get outperform. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Summarization is considered as strong Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) exercise which needs semantic analysis, 
discourse processing and inferential interpretation (grouping 
of the content using world knowledge)[1]. So researchers 
have been doing their best on the NLP assignment for 
producing an enhanced summary. The working with 
summarization has been introduced in the late fifties. So 
several approaches and techniques have been implemented 
varies from single document to multi document 
summarization and even extractive to abstractive 
summarization.  
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That’s why we can say that the list of summarization 

approaches becomes longer over the years. Luhu[14] stated 
that extractive approach of summarization usually used to 
extract the significant concepts by computing the frequency 
of term from the source document. H. P  

Edmundson [13] explained the extractive approach by 
using title word, cue phase, key method, position method 
–surface level approach and Daniel Jacob Gillick [4] worked 
on naïve- Bayes based classifier to classify the sentences i.e. 
one of the machine learning based approach. Eduard Hovy 
and Chin-Yew Lin [7] have proposed a statistical approach 
for extractive summarization by using decision tree based on 
the sentence position. Gerald Salton [10] focused on graph 
based approach based on term frequency-inverse document 
frequency to prepare automatic indexing used for text 
summarization.  Abstractive and extractive approaches are 
not a same concept. Sometimes, abstractive approach applies 
extractive concept to produce the abstractive summary [18]. 
Knight and Marcus [18] trained a model for squeezing the 
linguistic parse tree of a sentence for generating the reduced 
but yet superiorly syntactic form that named as reduction 
approach.  Daume et al.[12] has great contribution to 
compression approach under the heading of Rhetorical 
Structure Tree for selecting the most relevant squeezed and 
ignoring the rest ones by using decision tree , this approach is 
named as compressive summarization.  Among the several 
techniques of text summarization, mostly are based on 
extractive technique i.e. it helps to select the significant 
sentences, because non extractive or abstractive approach 
demonstrates itself as a moreover daring task for defining the 
source document into a deep semantic way, for explaining the 
linguistic meaning into a conventional depiction and 
searching new ideas additionally to represent the text and 
produce new concise text which carries the almost same 
meaning of source text.  
 SUMMARIST is one of an extractive approach to generate 
the summary of five different languages. SUMMARIST uses 
the following 'equation': Summarization = Topic 
Identification + Interpretation + Generation [8].    The 
evaluation of generated summary is also a daring task as there 
is no ideal or standard summary for source even though 
various evaluation approaches have been introduced for 
document summarization in general. In general the summary 
generated by extractive approach tries to stand near to the 
input document by extracting the sentences from source in 
consequence restricting the partiality that might emerge in a 
summary [14]. Even though summary doesn’t need to be 

reasonable, the critic can make a view of satisfaction of the 
source.   CGI/CMU text summarizer applies the Maximal 
Marginal Relevance(MMR) technique for computing the 
applicability of each sentence to the query given by user and 
in addition to this it selects sentences and includes into the 
summary [16].  The highly admissible sentences to the user’s 

query and in addition the sentences having maximum 
diversity among itself have been chosen for final summary. 
SRA International Inc.  offers a Knowledge Management 
(KM) system based on morphological analysis, name tagging 
and co-reference resolution for extractive summarization 
[15].  The KM uses a technique based on machine learning 
for computing the excellent consolidation of these 
characteristics merging with statistical information from the 
text collection for determining the optimal sentences for 
adding into a summary.  R. Barzilay et al. [20] has 
implemented an approach for text summarization by 

determining the lexical chains from the source.  Buckley et 
al.[3]has developed the Cornell/Sabir system which utilizes 
the proficiency of both text retrieval and document ranking of  
SMART,  text search engine for adequately determining 
relevant text from input document.  B. Baldwin and T.S. 
Morton have proposed a query based extractive text 
summarizer which is able to extract all relevant sentences 
carrying the phrases of query [2].  A sentence is 
acknowledged to be relevant with the terms in query if it 
relates to same individual, organization and event etc. 
Yihong Gong et al. [24] has evaluated the system generated 
summary with the man made summary by computing the 
Recall(R), Precision (P) and F-Measure.  This study shows 
that IR-based method outperforms on the average. 

III. LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 

LSA combines the algebraic and statistical techniques 
which help to find out the hidden structure of words and or 
between words, sentences and documents. The LAS method 
reads the source document and represents it as a set of 
sentences. Then term-document matrix has been produced 
for further processing. The term-document matrix is 
decomposed by an algorithm known as Singular value 
Decomposition (SVD). The SVD performs decomposition 
for tracing and modeling the relationship between words and 
sentences and it also assists for cutting down the noise.  
Overall LSA algorithm performs in three steps consisting of 
term-sentence/document matrix, apply SVD to 
term-sentence/document matrix and sentence selection for 
summary [6].  

A. Term-sentence/document matrix 

The term-sentence/document matrix is the starting point of 
LSA algorithm.  The term-sentence matrix is produced based 
on the Vector Space Model (VSM).  The VSM represents the 
bags of words in matrix representing rows by terms and 
column by sentences. The process of matrix generation is 
very complex as this process follows the pre-processing 
algorithm which consists of tokenization, stop word removal 
and streaming.   

B. Apply SVD to matrix 

SVD is hypothesis based on linear algebra. This hypothesis 
helps to decompose a rectangular matrix called A into three 
matrices like an orthogonal matrix U, a diagonal matrix D 
and the transpose of an orthogonal matrix V.  The objective 
of SVD is to utilize the dimensional matrix set of data point 
and converting it to a lower dimensional matrix. It also used 
to cut down the term-by sentence matrix. This method also 
discovers the latent data during noise removal of noise.  The 
processing of SVD can be represented by equation (1)            

                                           (1) 
  In equation (1),the eigenvectors of AAT   matrix are stored 
in the columns of left eigenvectors named U matrix. Here U 
matrix is representing the concept-by term relation. D matrix 
stores the singular values of A in diagonal elements and 
non-diagonal elements are set to zero.  This matrix is actually 
tracing the concept-by-concept relation.   
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The columns of V matrix are stored by eigenvectors of AAT 

matrix. V matrix is known as right eigenvector which traces 
the concept-by-document relation. The transpose of V matrix 
is represented by VT .The dimension of LSA space is 
converted to k dimensional space by cutting down dimension. 
The dimension changing is performed by the value of k for 
cutting down the unimportant descriptions for enhancing the 
output of information retrieval so value of k whether large or 
small does not matter.   

C. Sentence selection process 

After creating the term-sentence/document matrix and 
decomposing this matrix, sentence selection process starts. 
For selecting the sentences, sentence ranking is important. 
Sentences have been arranged and ranked according to the 
calculated score.  The summarization algorithm uses the 
score or rank for including the sentences to the output or 
summary. 

▪ Different algorithm for sentence selection 

Gong and Liu [24] first time used LSA for the purpose of 
document summarization so they are considered as pioneers. 
For doing so they began by generating 
term-sentence/document matrix. To create the term 
–sentence matrix, the authors identified the sentence-wise 
unique terms that’s why applying SVD to matrix has two 
different views.  First view is related to transformation 
aspect. This view represents the mapping between 
m-dimensional space spanned and r-dimensional singular 
vector space. The m-dimensional space spanned is created by 
vector of weighted term-frequency and r-dimensional 
singular vector space has all of its axes linearly-independent. 
The second view is concerned about semantic point.  This 
view applies the SVD for getting the latent semantic analysis 
of the source document that is represented by 
term-sentence/document matrix.  Actually this matrix is 
considered as representation of base ideas or r-dimensional 
linearly-independent base vectors.  The outputs of SVD are a 
singular value matrix and right singular vector VT.  Every 
column of VT represents the individual sentences in the 
singular vector space. From the matrix VT , qth right singular 
vector have been extracted that means high indexed 
sentences have been selected for including into summary. 
This process repeats until q number of sentences has been 
selected for summary. 

There are few weakness of technique used in [24]. This 
technique is used to select the sentences and the concepts of 
these selected sentences are considered as the same as fairly 
ideas of source document. This is encountered as one of the 
significant drawbacks of this technique. The numbers of 
relevant sentences from each topic are equal to dimension 
and the larger the sentence the less important concept is 
picked. The approach proposed by Steinberger and Jezek 
in[17] chooses the sentences into the matrix having highest 
length using sentence vector by vector shown in equation (2). 

                      (2) 
In equation (2), L is considered as length of the score, 

eigenvector of matrix ATA is stored in the columns of V 
matrix and D is diagonal matrix carry the singular values of 
matrix A. 

Murray et al. [9] has proposed a technique allowing that 
multiple sentences extraction from highest significant ideas 
of source document and allowed to put in the top most rows 
of the matrix rather than selecting the only most important 
sentences from each concept.  The conclusion regarding 
number of sentences would be selected from each topic is 
decided by using matrix. The value for each topic is set by 
calculating the ratio of relevance singular value and total of 
all singular values.  The approach proposed by Murray et al. 
related to sentence selection claims that it can overcome the 
issues of the approach introduced by Gong & Liu. This 
proposed approach is able to select multiple such sentences 
even if sentence doesn’t have large cell value in the row of 

the relevant topic.  
The study [17] has introduced an approach which uses the 

Cross method to enhance the performance of approach 
proposed by Steinberger and Jezek.  In the proposed 
approach, initial steps like creation of input matrix and 
calculation of SVD are followed as same way as others do 
and after that matrix is applied for choosing the sentences to 
compose the summary. The pre-processing step is 
performing in between SVD calculation and sentence 
selection for eliminating the words which have less important 
in the document and keeping rest of terms as they are.  Each 
concept is represented as a row of matrix and mathematically 
mean score of the sentences is computed.  Then identify this 
cell which value is below the mean score and this cell value is 
set to zero.  Makbule Gulcin Ozsoy [19] has followed all the 
steps with little bit modification. 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

We have designed an automatic summarization technique 
based on both query based and LSA. We here use the benefits 
of both above mention methods for better performance. The 
data flow of proposed model has been depicted in figure 
1.Figure 1 actually shows the overall tasks and decision taken 
by the proposed technique. The summarization technique in 
general follows the following steps  

▪ Step 1 
Pre-processing- Pre-processing is performed on corpus 

followed by segmentation, tokenization, stop word removal 
and stemming respectively so that further analysis can be 
performed easily [21][22]. 

Sentence segmentation: Under the heading of sentence 
segmentation the corpus is represented as separate individual 
sentences. Like input document is   , 
where  means ith sentence and n denotes the total number of 
sentences in the document. 

Tokenization: Tokenization process represents each 
document as unique terms wise. So   for example 
D  , where  means all unique terms 
and k=1,2,3……,m. 

Stop word removal: It is considered that the term used 
least in a document has more important than the word used 
repeatedly. But English language has predefined list of such 
words known as stop word which have less important. So for 
smoothen the summarization process extract these stop words 
from corpus. 

Stemming: This process is applied to clip ends or truncate 
of words to a common base 
form. 
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▪ Step 2 
Term –Document Matrix: After cleaning the source 

document our next task is prepare the Term-Document 
Matrix.  

In this matrix each row is shown the unique terms and the 
each column is represented by the individual sentences. If a 
particular term presents in a sentence then this cell is set to 
number of times that occurs otherwise cell is set to zero. In 
the next step we apply SVD i.e. already explained in the  
previous section to the term-document matrix 

Pre-process the input corpus 

Create the Term-Document matrix and 
decompose the matrix using SVD 

Rebuild the new matrix A’  with k=50 where 

A’=ukdkvk
T 

Create the query vector named q 
having the terms of high 
importance 

Create new query vector  

 
 

Computer the similarity score between 
sentences and new query vector  

Select sentences having topmost and bottom 
most score 
 

Input document 

Now compute the diversity score between 
sentences 

Finally select the sentences whose 
diversity scores are not closer 

Figure 1: Data flow for proposed model 
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▪ Step 3 

svd(A)= udvT 
 where resultant matrix u is term vector that is 

linearly independent w.r.t. the relationship with the 
documents, matrix v is vector representation of documents 
whose components are linearly independent w.r.t. the 
relationships with terms in A. The d matrix contains the 
singular values arranged in descending order and these values 
show the relationships between other matrixes. The topmost 
values in d show the relevancy with considerable variance 
between terms and documents. The representation of u, v and 
d matrix are shown in figure 2,3 and 4 respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Representation of u matrix 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Representation of  v matrix 
 

 
 

Fig.4: Representation of d matrix 
 
▪ Step 4 

Query Vector creation: Now we effort to generate the 
query vector. We here don’t allow users to enter the query 

based on which summary will be generated. But we create the 
vector having with high score terms. The terms and query 
vector is shown in figure 5 and figure 6 respectively. The 
figure 5 shows the bag of words with its frequency in 
decreasing order. In query vector first column represents the 
terms in descending order and second column shows the 
weather term is considerable or not during summarization. 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5: Representation of terms with frequency 
 

 
Fig. 6: Query vector 
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▪ Step 5 
For avoiding the complication after decomposing the 

source matrix A can be recomposed by the product of the 
resultant three matrixes. To rebuild the new matrix A’, only 

choose first k elements of the matrixes i.e. A’ can be defined 

as A’=ukdkvk
T. Here we have set the value of k=50.  It is 

considered that the buzz generated by extraneous relations is 
erased. So the cell values of A’ matrix disclose the latent 

relationship between terms and documents i.e. intellectual 
relationship [11]. 

▪ Step 6 
Now for k=50, generate the new query vector by using the 

equation (3) and result shown in figure 7. The terms of 
equation (3) are already explained earlier. 

                       (3) 
 

 
Fig. 7: Representation of new query vector 

 
▪ Step 7 

Now compute the cosine similarity using the equation (4) 
and rank the sentences with score in descending order shown 
in figure 8. 

 

                 (4) 
 

 
Fig. 8: Similarity score 

▪ Step 8 
Choose the both sentences having top most and bottom 

most similarity scores from the previous step.  For including 
the sentences to the final summary, compute the similarity 
score between sentences to achieve the high level of diversity 
as we know that less similarity score achieves the higher level 
of diversity. Diversity is calculated by the equation (5) 

 

              (5) 
Where sj and si are sentences and i≠j. 

V. RESULT EVALUATION 

We perform the experiment on the OpinosisDataset1.0 
consisting 51 topics. We use almost 40 documents after 
cleaning –up the documents. This dataset provides the 
minimum 4 sets of abstractive summaries for each document. 
But our proposed technique works on the extractive basic. 
Therefore we have collected the several man made 
summaries from experts of summary maker.  For evaluating 
the proposed technique, we compute F-measure score using 
the generic ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 score where ROUGE 
stands for Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting 
Evaluation.  The approach based on LSA[24] presented the 
result of ROUGE-L score as recall, precision and f-measure 
are 0.6517,0.1715 and 0.2619 respectively.  Our approach 
has noted the values of recall, precision and f-measure are 
0.6698, 0.1972 and 0.38312 respectively. If we note the result 
of Steinberger and Jerek [17] approach i.e. recall, precision 
and f-measure then we get the values as 0.6473, 0.4708 and 
0.5374 respectively. The comparison shown as tabular form 
in table 1 and graphical form in figure 9. 

 
Table 1: Average ROUGE-L score 

Approach Recall Precision F-measure 
Gong and Liu 0.6517 0.1715 0.2619 
Steinberger and Jerek 0.6473  0.4708 0.5374 
Proposed  0.6698 0.1972 0.38312 

 

Fig. 9: Average recall, precision and f-measure 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have designed a LSA based text summarization 
technique with association with the diversity constraint. We 
evaluate our approach by computing the recall, precision and 
f-measure using the ROUGE score.  Some approaches based 
on LSA like Gong et al. and Strinberger et al. are taken for 
comparing our results. The open source data sets named 
OpinosisDataset1.0 consisting 51 topics has been used for 
evaluating purpose.  
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Our approach outperforms the result of approach proposed 
by Gong et al.  

We get the better recall score than the approach introduced 
by Strinberger et al. In future we can enhance the 
performance of our approach and may find the applicability 
for multi-document summarization. 
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